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Club Musings
After a long winter, it looks like spring is finally
arriving! Time to get our lines wet and catch some fish.
Club members have been active, reporting good catches
on several local lakes.

them to a meeting. Tell them that they don’t have to be
masters of the art, that our members are some of the
best mentors around. And that rather than paying a
guide to teach them, we can do it for free!

I am happy to say that the state of the club is excellent.
I can feel an undercurrent of excitement, as more and
more members are getting involved and providing
input. Every day, I am receiving phone calls and emails
from people with new ideas and wanting to help. We are
getting more and more people attending meetings and
outings. Jenn is scheduling excellent, knowledgeable
speakers. The next couple of month’s presentations are
going to be fantastic! We are developing more classes
(fly fishing 101, fly tying) to come in the near future.

Our club outing to Rocky Ford was a huge success! I
don’t know that I have ever seen so many large fish
caught. A report (and photographic proof) is inside the
newsletter.

Once again, I want to state how happy I am to be your
club president. It is a lot of work, but I enjoy it so much!
I appreciate those of you who have come to me and told
me that I am doing a good job. Those affirmations mean
a lot to me. But, I could not be here without you. I’m
reminded of what a wise mentor once said, “I thank you
all for your appreciation. But I would not be where I am
today without you. By himself, a man can do nothing.
His efforts are rewarded only when he has the support
of family and friends. It is because of your support, and
your hard work and efforts that (this club) succeeds”. I
invite you all to contribute. Together we can build our
club into the best in the state!
The club is growing. We are getting new members every
month. If you know of someone who likes fishing, bring

Later this month, one of my favorite outing is
happening. The Okanagon Lakes outing is fantastic. I
had one of my best fishing days ever there last spring
on Green Lake. And it was great to have had my
friends and fellow club members beside me. After the
fishing, the dinners and camaraderie cannot be beat!
I encourage you enough to try to make this trip! Read
more about it inside this issue.
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As I explained in the last meeting, our current
meeting location is being torn down to build the
new Senior Center. We have secured a new meeting
location at the Mountlake Terrace Community Senior
Center. The facilities are excellent! No more battling
the Pokemon hunters for parking spots! The club will
begin meeting there in September. More information
will be provided soon.
On a sad note, Roy Stevens, former Edmonds resident
and OFF club member, passed away February 18 just
short of his 100th birthday. A Navy World War II
veteran, Roy graduated with a BS in Fisheries followed
by a career with the National Marine Fisheries Service
protecting and enhancing northwest fisheries species.  

Secretary:
Dave Martin
d_l_martin@comcast.net

Membership:
Robert “Bob” Chafee
robertgchaffee@gmail.com

|

And longtime club member Les Jones had a medical
issue a couple of weeks ago but is recovering well.
Give him a call and let him know that we are all here
for him and are looking forward to his joining us
soon!
On another note, and I’m sorry to keep beating this
issue to death, but…….. It is imperative that you
respond to the RVSP sent out regarding the monthly
meeting. The board is trying valiantly to stem the
financial losses experienced in catering our meals. But
to do that, we have to have an accurate count of how
many meals to order. If we cannot succeed in this, we
are going to have to start turning away those who do
not respond. And please, only take your share when
going through the line! It was humiliating last month
when we ran out of food before everyone was served.
Let’s not have that happen again!
I hope you all get an opportunity to get out and shake
the rust off from our winter break. And I hope to see
you all at the next meeting and outing! Tightlines!
Randal White, President OFF

The Olympic Fly Fishers of Edmonds
meet on the second Wednesday of the month.
The public is invited

The Club holds monthly dinner meetings (except July and August).
Social hour is at 6 pm. Fishing reports and a presentation follow at 7pm.
Dinners are $25 and raffle tickets are $5.
Edmonds Senior Center
220 Railroad Avenue
Edmonds, WA 98020
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Upcoming OFF Meetings
April 11th (Wednesday)– Dan Gracia

May 9th (Wednesday) – Rick Hafele

At our April meeting, we will have a combination
tying and speech presentation by Dan Gracia. Dan
is an accomplished tier and fisherman. He was the
Coordinator of the Orvis West Coast Fly Fishing
Schools, and taught tying at the San Francisco
Orvis store. He was instrumental in developing the
FFF Fly Casting Certification Program. He was the
webmaster for Orvis, taking the Orvis website from
$0 in sales to over $30 million in only three years.
After 27 years, he retired from Orvis in 2015. He now
lives in Duvall, WA.

Nymph fishing Rivers and Streams
Rick is an author, lecturer and “Bug Man” from
Willsonville, Oregon

Dan’s presentation will be on Fishing Spring Creeks.
He is a published author on the subject.

In 1974, I moved to Corvallis, Oregon to attend
Oregon State University where I completed a Masters
degree in aquatic entomology with a minor in
fisheries biology. If learning about aquatic insects
while fishing the streams of Oregon wasn’t lucky
enough, after finishing my degree I actually got a
job in Oregon as an aquatic biologist focusing on
water quality issues, first with a private consulting
firm and then with the Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality. For over 30 years I’ve been
able to watch and study fish and the insects they
eat, both professionally and with a fly rod in my
hand, throughout Oregon and many other states and
provinces.

Prior to his presentation, Dan will be conducting a
fly tying program (5 pm at the Senior Center). Bring
your kits, tying materials will be provided. He will
be doing his “Two minute Spring Creek Flies: PT
Baetis Nymph and Muskrat Brassie”. If time permits,
he will also be doing his “Dan’s Hopper”.
Chili dinner graciously prepared and donated by
Karen Bertram and Leslie Muntz. Chili, cornbread,
coleslaw, and dessert. Make sure that you give them
thanks at the meeting!

Excerpts from Rick’s bio page.
I started fly fishing over 50 years ago, 40 of which
have been focused on fishing for trout in streams and
lakes throughout the west. My fishing life however
began in north central Illinois, far from trout or trout
streams, but close to farm ponds full of bass and
bluegill.

In 1981 The Complete Book of Western Hatches,
my first book co-authored with Dave Hughes, was
published. Since then I have co-authored or authored
several other books including Western Mayfly
Hatches, An Angler’s Guide to Aquatic Insects and
Their Imitations, Nymph Fishing Rivers and Streams,
and more. In 1983 I completed the instructional
video, Anatomy of a Trout Stream, produced by
Scientific Anglers. This has been followed more
recently by six other instructional DVDs: Fly Fishing
Large Western Rivers (a four volume set), Nymph
Fishing Basics, Advanced Nymph Fishing and most
recently Advanced Tactics for Emergers & Dries. Go
to www.laughingrivers.com for more information
about my DVDs.
For many years I have tried to share my knowledge
about the world in which trout live with anglers
through books, articles, slide shows and seminars. I
hope this website provides one more avenue to help
you enjoy fly fishing as much as I have.
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Conservation
Thanks to your contributions, the Olympic Fly
Fishers Foundation was able to donate to the
following conservation organizations:
Western Rivers Conservancy - $1000
Casting For Recovery - $500
Coastal Conservation of Washington - $500
Sky Valley Chapter of Trout Unlimited - $500
Healing Waters - $500
EFFC - $320
Students Saving Salmon - $250
See articles in My Edmonds News
Students Help Raise Coho Salmon & Saving Salmon
Bill MacDonald,
Conservation Chair

The Olympic Fly Fishers of Edmonds would like to
thank our February speaker, Molly Semenik, Molly is
an Outfitter and Master Certified Casting Instructor
and formed Tie The Knot Fly Fishing. OFF also
thanks our March presenters; Sgt. Jennifer Marstaud,
and Sgt. Kim Chandler. Jennifer and Kim work in
the Law Enforcement Program of the Washington
Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Edmonds-Woodway High School’s Students Saving
Salmon Club worked to help raise about 50,000 coho fry
at the Willow Creek Salmon Hatchery in Edmonds.
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Scheduled OFF Outings

Okanogan Trip – April 26-29
Join fellow Club members fishing a variety of
Okanogan lakes in the Omak area, hosted by Mike
Truax. This period includes opening weekend for
lowland lake season so we will attempt to miss
the heaviest travel days by arriving on Thursday
ad returning on Monday. The plan is to drive over
Thursday, April 26th and meet for dinner Thursday
the 26th at 7 pm at Koala Street Grill on Highway
97 next to the Best Western hotel. On Friday, after
fishing Green Lakes we will get together as a group
for a 6:30 pm dinner at the Breadline Café at 102 S
Ash Street in downtown Omak.
FISHING SCHEDULE:

•

Thursday April 26th: Drive to Omak. Fish Davis
Lake near Winthrop, or Rat Lake depending on
which way you are coming.

•

Friday April 27th: Fish Green and Little Green
Lake near Omak

•

Saturday April 28th: Fish Chapaka Lake on
opening weekend.

•

Sunday April 29th: Fish Blue Lake in the
Sinlahekin wildlife area or Aeneas Lake near
Tonasket.

•

Monday April 30th: Travel home day. Those
wanting to fish on the way home, we suggest
fishing the morning at Rat Lake, Buzzard Lake or
the Green Lakes.

The town of Omak is a regional population center
with a large fly shop located in North Forty ranch
store located about ½ miles north of town on
Highway 97. If you wish to substitute or add a stop at
Omak Lake, Tribal fishing permits can be purchased
here, at Walmart or at Tribal Trails, a service station/
convenience store on Highway 97 south of Omak.
Better Omak motels include the Rodeway Inn
on Main Street (509) 826-0400, the Omak Inn on
Highway 97 (509) 826-3822 and the Best Western/
Peppertree on Highway 97 (509) 422-2088. Several
members attending last year’s outing also enjoyed the
Colville Casino Hotel located just south of Omak on
Highway 97.
If you’re a newcomer, Chopaka Lake can be a little
challenging to find. Call Mike Truax (425 672 6963)
or John Bisset (206 790 3826) if you need detailed
instructions. Please confirm your plans to attend at
the April club meeting.

Back to the Wall Ranch – May 26
Dry Falls Lake – May 27
Lake Lenice – May 28
Rattlesnake Lake – June 9
We need volunteers to coordinate the Rattlesnake
lake outing, contact John Bissett.
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OFF Outing – Rocky Ford
WALTER AND FRIENDS
COOPERATE AT ROCKY FORD

In case you haven’t heard the term
“Walter” before it’s a nick name used to
describe a really big fish. The normally
ultra-picky Rocky Ford trout decided
to take a break from their steady diet
of size 22 scuds and attack the stuff
actually big enough to tie on a tippet.
Steamers, buggers, leeches, egg
patterns, pheasant tails, San Juan
worms and even dry flies attracted
trout throughout the day and into the
early evening. Was it windy and cold?
Yes it was, except for the last hour
of the day. But it seemed the wind
swept rippled water helped conceal fly
lines and improve the fishing. Team
OFF consisted of Rolf Mogster, John
Bisset, Mike Rizzotti, Karen White
and son Kenley, Don Stapleton, his
son Allen and grandson Calib, Denny
Stolzenburg and Greg Sisson.
Early Saturday morning Rolf and John lead the
assault. Rolf’s trusty “rainbow trout” streamer, which
looks like a Tarpon fly, was irresistible to Walter and
his friends. John’s olive leech pattern was getting
it done. Both fishers caught and released a dozen
or more trout during the day. Don’s 10 year old
grandson Calib Stapleton arrived Saturday morning.
Young Calib is just learning to cast. After helping
his dad net about five fish, he caught his first fish by
himself, using a fly that he had tied. Congratulations!
As the evening approached on Saturday, Denny,
not to be outdone, landed a giant fish. It took a team
approach to get the monster in the net. Rolf managed
the netting and Greg successfully applied CPR and
mouth-to-mouth to revive the beast. Sisson, who
claims to be fish resuscitation expert, said the trout
had a pleasantly salty flavor.
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IS ROCKY FORD BEING LOVED TO DEATH?

On a more serious note one might ask if the Rocky
Ford experience is sustainable. On Friday afternoon
there were at least 50 or 60 fishers tromping the
banks. Of course the fish are planted so they are
sustainable, but the stream banks and vegetation
are fragile. I couldn’t help notice the degree to
which the shoreline is starting to looked frayed at
the edges. Wading into the water is prohibited and
fishers seem to respect that rule. However, beating
a fresh path through the cattails to the water is not.
I was surprised by the number of paths beaten to
water’s edge. I watched one fisher battle a large trout
by literally smashing his way upstream from his
original spot through fresh cattails, beating down
everything in his path. I’m not sure what else to
say about this other than we should all try to tread
as lightly as we can wherever we fish. Otherwise
some day we may see a lovely place like Rocky Ford
pounded into a muddy mess by size 12 waders.
Peace out.
Greg Sisson
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Member Spotlight – Keith Stamm
Before interviewing Keith Stamm for our Member
Spotlight, I had the pleasure of reading his memoire,
Quest for Home Water. I highly recommend his book
if you are looking for inspiration to hit the water or a
good laugh or two! I learned much about his fishing
journey and philosophy and got to know Keith better
through his scandalous story of “skinny flipping”
and how to hook an illusive “ice cream fish.”
Keith started fishing in his early 20s on spring creeks
in the ‘driftless’ (unglaciated) counties near his home
in southwestern Wisconsin. The first catch he can
remember is a perch from Lake Mendota when he
was around 8 years old. It was on a drop line at his
uncle’s cabin in the summer and was likely followed
by a big family fish fry, a common summer event. As
he grew older he found his way to a favorite secluded
fishing spot he called Trout Creek, hemmed in by
overgrowth and offering solitude and trout to a
young man with a fly rod baited with worms.
Those early years in Wisconsin cemented his love of
fishing and pushed him to continue his search for
productive waters wherever his journey took him from Wyoming’s Wind River during college to BC’s
Blackwater River country and down to Oregon’s
high desert. Settling in the Seattle area and into his
work as a professor at UW School of Communication
in 1973, the search for home waters brought new
challenges. By necessity, his area of expertise and
home waters became fishing for sea-run cutthroats
along the Puget Sound and he says he is still learning
the aquatic entomology and fly patterns for shrimp
and sea worms to attract these trout. As he states
in the book, “it is a journey that has evolved into a
spiritual connection with the land and its waters.”
In his search for home waters, Keith has developed
a deep understanding of the environment
that supports quality destinations. From the
connectedness of the land and water, botany, ecology,
geology, and people, the theme that stands out when
you talk with Keith is the sense of place he cultivates
as he explores and wanders. He credits his father-inlaw for helping him learn to approach fishing with
an increased sense of awareness and slowing down
enough to enjoy the experience at a deeper level.
Now when he fishes the beaches of the Puget Sound
and the Hood Canal for cutties he understands the
context and connectedness of man and fish. It comes

as no surprise that his one piece of fishing advice is
to “focus on the environment you are fishing in.”
As we spoke about the future of fishing and the
challenges ahead, Keith shared his concerns about
the tensions between commercial, recreational, and
tribal fishing interests, the challenges of climate
change and increasingly limited water resources, and
the importance of allowing fisheries time to rest and
replenish to bring balance and equilibrium to habitat
and human interest.
When he’s not fishing, you can find Keith lifting
weights at the gym, cooking up a big pot of
jambalaya or other tasty Cajun dishes, rockhounding,
silversmithing, picking out some Delta blues on the
guitar, or tying up some flies. Keith’s most memorable
fishing meal was an elk stew he whipped up in a tiny
hotel kitchen when on a fishing/hunting trip with
his brother-in-law in Clark Fork, ID. (Anybody got a
spare elk roast in the freezer?!)
In the speed-round of interview questions here is
how he weighed in:
•

Lake or river? River, especially the Big Hole River,
MT

•

Fresh water or salt water? Fresh

•

Dry fly or nymph? Dry

•

Tie or buy? Tie

•

Oldest piece of gear? Pram

•

His choice of best new gear or new invention
since he started fishing? 10’ 5wt Scott rod

•

Favorite fishing trip food? His mother’s Swedish
meatball recipe

•

Fishing beverage of choice? His homebrew, the
Perfect Porter

A hearty “muchas beucoups” to Keith for sharing
his book and sitting down with me to talk about his
adventures, fishing lore, and memories of 50+ years
of fishing. And a very special thanks for the picture
jasper that will always make me laugh!
Jennifer Youngblood
Vice President
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The Mystery of “Hackle”
Hackle. Just what is it? For the beginning tier, it
can be so confusing. Rooster, Hen, Capes, Saddles,
Grizzly, and on and on. I have been doing the
research to inform myself, and in this article, I hope
that I can make it all a bit clearer. I will start out with
the basics and get more complex as I go. I obtained
this information from a whole bunch of places and
will give the sources at the end of the article.
DEFINITIONS

So, what is hackle? Basically, hackle is the feathers of
a bird. It got the name because the feather or hackles
stands straight out from the stem when wrapped,
we can see the connection to the hairs standing erect
on a dog’s back. Birds, especially the fighting cock,
hackle their feathers to display a readiness to fight.
At the center of the feather is the quill, or stem.
Branching off the stem are the barbs. Along the edge
of the barb are numerous barbicels (Velcro hooks).
All feathers have these barbicels, except genetically
grown hackle birds. They lack the Velcro hooks,
without the barbicels, which also hold water; the
feather will float hence the term dry fly quality.
Therefore, the lack of Velcro hooks allows a feather
when wrapped to a hook, to stand straight out from
the stem.
The only feathers on a dry fly bird that do not have
the Velcro hooks are found mostly in the saddle
feathers. By knowing this we can assume and rightly
so that there are far more “wet” quality feathers on a
bird than dry fly quality feathers.
TYPES OF HACKLE

There are many different types of hackle. I will
explain more later, but for now, there are three most
common types. Rooster capes, rooster saddles, and
hen hackle.
A rooster cape starts at the top of a rooster’s head
and runs down the neck and back. Think of it like
Superman’s cape. High quality capes have enough
feathers to tie hundreds of flies. Feather stems are
thin and pliable, while the barbules are stiff, straight,
and web-free. A cape has shorter feathers, but a wide
variety of sizes. This means you’ll be able to tie flies
from a size 6 up to a size 24! So, if you are planning
to tie flies in a broad range of sizes, you’ll probably
be interested in purchasing mainly capes

A rooster saddle is found immediately below the
cape. Imagine where you would put a saddle on
a chicken, this is where it is located. A saddle is
similar to a cape but lacks the range of sizes a cape
would have. Saddles have a small range of feather
sizes so you might obtain a saddle that has feathers
predominantly in the 12, 14 & 16 sizes only, which
is great if you do most of your tying in these sizes.
There are saddles that have smaller ranges, maybe 16,
18 & 20’s.
Hen hackle has feathers that are soft and webby.
They are used for soft hackle wet flies. Hen feathers
have fine, flexible quills that take up very little space
and create little bulk when wrapped on a hook. The
“cape” is the patch of feathers found around the neck.
The smaller feathers, found near the head, are used
for making small wet flies; the larger feathers near
the bottom of the neck are excellent for tying larger
wet flies, the throats on salmon flies and streamers,
and the wings on dry flies. Like on a rooster, the
“saddle patch”, which is the part of the pelt straddling
the back of the chicken. Saddle feathers are used to
make the wings on some streamers.
GRADING FEATHERS

Now that we know the different kinds of hackle,
the next step is to explain “grading”. Basically,
the difference in grade reflects how many dry fly
hackles there are, how long they are and how stiff
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the barbs are. As fly fishermen love to make things
confusing, there are different terminologies used
to grade feathers. Some companies use a number
system (#1, #2, #3), and some use words (platinum,
gold, silver, etc).
To determine the grade, we consider the hackle
count, or number of feathers on a cape or saddle that
have the dry fly quality. One can turn the skin over
and look at the little bumps where the feathers are
imbedded in the skin. They form groups or tracks.
The closer the bumps the higher the number of
feathers in that area of the skin. Keep in mind that
different areas on a bird will have tighter grouped
feathers than other areas. The highest number of dry
fly quality hackle would be found on a Grade #1, a
few less on a grade #2 and a bit fewer on a Grade #3.
Length is also considered, especially on the saddles.
A longer grouping of hackle, usually 12 inches or
longer, would be found on a #1 and going shorter on
a #2 and #3 grades. Another important feature is the
hackles barb density, how many barbs per inch along
the stem. As a general rule, 40 per inch are very poor,
60 per inch are good, 80 per inch are excellent and
100 per inch are premium. The barbs should be very
stiff. You can test for stiffness by bending the skin
and blowing across the feathers to see how rapidly
they vibrate and return to a standstill. Another good
way to test is to take a single feather and bend it in
half so the barbs stand out, then touch them to your
lip. Your lip is very sensitive and you can feel how
prickly the barbs feel. A stiffer barb is preferred so it
will hackle off the stem when wrapped and allow the
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fly to set on top of the surface film of the water and
appear to be floating.
Whiting Farms has developed a different grading
system. They call theirs the “Olympic Grading
System”. They divide their pelts into Platinum, Gold,
Silver, and Bronze categories. They use key elements
to determine the value of a pelt between bronze,
to silver to gold. Factors such as useable feather
length, uniformity of feather length, barb stiffness,
size range in the entire pelt, stem condition, feather
quantity, consistent coloration, and more are all
looked at to determine grade. In all, there are more
than 25 elements that are taken into consideration
when grading a pelt. If a pelt is densely feathered,
offers a wide size range and the feathers have long,
usable dry fly portions, the pelt will grade out rather
high, maybe even a gold or better.
What does this all mean to us, the average fly tier?
Well, using the Whiting “Olympic” system for
example, you can determine the hook size range for
their capes:
•

Whiting Gold Grade Capes – hook size 6-24

•

Whiting Silver Grade Capes – hook size 6-22

•

Whiting Bronze Grade Capes – hook size 6-18

•

Whiting Pro Grade Capes – hook size 6-16

You can also determine the number of flies you
should be able to get from their products. For
example, the minimum number of flies per saddle
hackle for a Whiting Farms product is:
Whole Saddles – Platinum – 1800 flies
– Gold – 1100
– Silver – 800
– Bronze – 500
– Pro Grade – 300
Whiting

– 100 packs – 100 flies

COLORING

Chickens have been bred with colored capes
matching specific needs of the fly tyer. There are
literally hundred of colors of feathers. To have
each color available, in a wide range of sizes would
bankrupt most of us!
I did find and article that makes it a little easier…
it’s on the Flyfishfood.com website, and is called “3
colors to rule them all”:
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1. Grizzly. Grizzly hackle is among the most fishy
materials that you could ever think of binding
to a hook. It›s mottled coloration can be used on
almost any hatching mayfly imitation, and can be
substituted for almost any other color of hackle
on any pattern. Yes, it will make the fly look a bit
different, but the fish don›t seem to mind. This
should be the first color that a new tyer gets.
2. Dun. Dun, or some variation of it makes a great
color to imitate most mayfly wings and legs. A
favorite color is Whiting›s medium dun, and you
can tie everything from green drakes to PMDs
with it. It›s also a very versatile color that easily
blends with a variety of other colors.
3. Brown. Brown has a great dark contrast without
being too dark (black). It’s not really used for
hatch matching bugs (maybe except for large
stoneflies), but it›s a go-to for attractors. It›s also a
staple for tying the Parachute Adams, which just
happens to be the most effective fly on the planet.
OTHER TYPES OF HACKLE

Perhaps many of you are not aware that all the
feathers on an adult bird can be used for tying flies.
The large feathers going from the humerous across
the shoulder, under the cape are called spade hackle.
These feathers are most often used for tails. Then
you have the saddle hackle below the spade feathers.
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Under the saddle about ¾ to 1 inch wide, is an area of
long wide webby feathers known as schlappen, these
feathers are great wet fly materials used on streamers
etc. Below the schlappen is of course the tail and
these feathers can be used in many applications of
tying. The wing feathers are commonly used for
wings on wet or dry flies. The soft downy feathers
located on the belly area, known by many names but
known as ‘marabou’ by most tiers and make great
wet flies. The breast feathers are located under the
collarbone and down to the breastbone. Keep in mind
that all of these feathers, except the cape and saddle,
do not have dry fly quality. These feathers have the
Velcro hooks, which hold water, allowing the fly to
sink into the water.
CONCLUSION

So the next time you are at a Club meeting, and you
hear the other members talking, I hope this helps you
understand a little better!
SOURCES:

Tim Flagler’s One Minute Fly Tying Tips and
Techniques, Orvis.
Liz Conrad, Conranch Hackle
www.flytyer.com
www.whitingfarms.com
www.theessentialfly.com
www.flyfishfood.com

Tying and Fishing Trout Flies with Skip Morris
Saturday, April 28th from 10:30am – 3:30 pm
at the Peninsula Outfitters fly shop in Poulsbo, Wa
Here’s your chance to tie great flies for trout in
respond to these stages and about the strategies
our Washington lakes with a master tier and fly
and techniques that help you catch more trout
fisher and author of 18 fly-fishing and fly-tying
during damselfly hatches.
books and hundreds of magazine articles.
Then you and he will tie a fly that imitates a
During this clinic, Skip Morris (author of 18
damselfly nymph (the critical stage for fishing
fly-fishing books including Morris & Chan on
this hatch), he’ll answer questions, and then he’ll
Fly Fishing Trout Lakes) will teach you about
start up another series of slides about another
the creatures trout feed on in lakes, how to tie a
trout-food creature.
sound selection of excellent trout-lake flies, fly by
You’ll receive a handout with all the fly patterns
fly, and how to fish each fly–he’ll be right there at
and a fly Skip himself has tied. This will be
your side, helping you get the tying right.
an informative and fun clinic. Attendance is
Skip will show a few PowerPoint slides as he
limited, so sign up now.
explains just how a damselfly, for example, goes
Peninsula Outfitters Fly Shop
through a nymph stage to metamorphose to a
19740 7th Ave. NE, Ste 110, Poulsbo, Wa 98370
winged adult. He’ll then describe how the trout
Phone: 360-394-1599

